conjecture (see [LSSS]) is This paper concerns the open problem of LOV&Z and Saks regarding the relationship between the communication complexity of a boolean function and the rank of the associated matrix. We first give an example exhibiting the largest gap known. We then prove two related theorems.
Introduction
Lovisz and Saks [LS89] also show that this conjecture is strongly related to a conjecture of van Nuffelen [Nu761 and Fajtlowicz [Fa871 regarding the connection between the chromatic number of a graph and the rank of its adjacency matrix.
Several authors have obtained separation results between c ( M ) and logrk(M) [ASSS,
Raz921. The best separation known so far gives an infinite family of matrices for which c( M) 2 log rk( M) log log log rk( M) [RS93] .
Our first result is an example with a much larger gap.
Theorem 1 There exist (explicitly given) 0-1 matrices M of size 2" x 2" such that c ( M ) = fl(a), and logrk(M) = O(n*), where a = log, 2 = 0.63 ...
The same fl(n) lower bound applies also to the randomized and to the nondeterministic Since an optimal protocol for M partitions it into at most 2c(M) monochromatic rectangles, we have the basic relation:
Thus two conjectures weaker than Conjecture 1 suggest themselves. They respectively assert that low rank matrices have large monochromatic rectangles, or weaker still, large discrepancy.
As mentioned, Conjecture 1 + Conjecture 2 + Conjecture 3. We first prove, in theorem 2, that conjectures 1 and 2 are equivalent. We then prove, in theorem 3, (a strong form of) conjecture 3.
Theorem 2 Conjecture I iff Conjecture 2.
Thus in order to prove conjecture 1 it suffices to show that every low rank boolean matrix has a "large" monochromatic submatrix. In fact, the proof of the theorem implies that it suffices to show that every rank r boolean matrix has a "large" submatrix of rank at most, say, 0.99r.
Theorem 3 For every M , l / d i s c ( M ) =

O(rk(M)"/").
Note that Theorem 3 implies Conjecture 3. The bound in this theorem is nearly tight: for every r there are infinitely many matrices M of rank r and l / d i s c ( M ) >_ T . This can be easily seen by taking any square array of r x r Hadamard matrices.
This theorem supplies the first clue that low rank has something to do with low communication complexity, though in a very weak sense. The communication model we have in mind is distributional communication complexity, where the inputs are chosen at random [Y83] . For this model, low rank guarantees a cheap protocol with a nontrivial advantage over guessing the function value. In the protocol each player sends one bit specifying whether or not his input is in the biased rectangle. Precisely: 
Proof of Theorem 1
We will require the following definition.
Defininition: Let f : {O,l}n -+ {0,1} be a boolean function. We say that f is fully sensitive at 8 if f(8) = 0 and yet for any vector x of hamming weight 1 (i.e. for any unit vector), f ( 5 ) = 1.
The degree of f, deg( f) is defined to be the degree of the unique multivariate multi-linear polynomial over the reals which agrees with f on (0,l)".
In [NS92] it is shown that any boolean function which is fully sensitive at 8 must have degree of at least +/2.
They also give an example of a fully sensitive function with degree significantly less than n. For completeness we repeat the construction of [NS92] .
Proof: Let E ( Z~, Z~, Z~)
be the symmetric boolean function giving 1 iff exactly 1 or 2 of its inputs are 1. It is easy to check that E is fully sensitive at 6. One may also readily veri^ that deg(E) = 2 as E(q,z2,z3) = z1 + 2 2 + 23 -2 1 2 2 -2123 -2223. We now recursively define a function Ek on 3k input bits by: Eo(z) = z, and Ek(.) = E( Ek-l (-) , Ek-l (-) , EL-' ( a ) ) , where each instance of E"' is on a different set of 3k-f input bits. It is easy to prove by induction that (1) Ek is fully sensitive at 6, (2) deg(Ek) = 2' , and ( 3 ) Ek has at most 62"1 monomials. Our desired f is the function Ek on n = 3k variables1.
0
We now transform f into a matrix as follows.
'Recently, Fug41 has improved upon this construction by exhibiting a fyction E' on 6 variables which is fully sensitive at 0 and with degree only 3. Using the same recursion, this reduces a to log, 3 = 0.61 ... Proof (of lemma 2): This proof is a direct reduction from the known lower bounds for the randomized communication complexity of disjointness. These bounds actually show that it is even hard to.distinguish between the case where the sets are disjoint and the case where the intersection size is 1.
Let the U D I S J problem be the following: the two players are each given a subset of ( 1 . . . n}. If the sets are disjoint they must accept. If the sets intersect at exactly 1 point then they must reject. If the size of the intersection is greater than 1 then the players are allowed to either akcept or reject.
Theorem ([KS87
, see also [RazSO] ): Any communication complexity protocol for U D IS J requires a( n) bits of communication.
The same is true for non-deterministic and for randomized protocols. The expression r/4 may be raplaced by CY^ for any Q < 1 by repeatedly taking a large submatrix of low rank of the current submatrix. After constant number of times the rank is reduced to r/4. Again, this does not change the asymptotics of the recurrence.
Proof of Theorem 3
Let us consider -1, +1 matrices rather than 0 , l matrices; this obviously changes the rank by at most 1, and does not change the discrepancy. The advantage is that the discrepancy of a submatrix N of M has a simple form: 6 ( N ) is the sum of entries of N , divided by the area of M . We will use the following notation. Let z = (z;) E P and A = ( a q ) be an n x n real matrix. Then: Proof: Let z = AV. Clearly, C ; E K~; z ; 2 uTAv/2, where K is either the coordinates where both U; and z; are positive or the coordinates in which both are negative. Assume the first case (otherwise replace below v t -U). Then setting x = X K (the characteristic vector of K), we have (using IIullw 5 l), xTAv 2 uTAv/2. Repeating this argument with z = xTA, we can replace v with a 0 , l vector y obtaining xTAy 2 uTAv/4. Now take B to be the submatrix defined by the 1's in z and y . Since B is a f l matrix, the bilinear form divided by n2 gives its discrepancy. 
